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Abstract 

In this paper, sandwich plates made from 0.8mm 2024 T3 aluminium alloy skin sheets and 

graded polymeric hollow sphere cores (having various density gradients) are studied. The 

experiments at 45m/s were performed with an inversed perforation setup using SHPB system. 

Quasi-static tests using the same clamping system allow for the rate effect investigation. 

Numerical simulations are performed in order to get the indispensable local information 

(which is not experimentally available) to better understand the perforation process.  

With these experimental and numerical tools, it is found that the gradient profiles change 

the perforation process under studied impact loading, whereas they have no influence under 

quasi-static loading. Under impact loading, a competition of two deforming scenarios at the 

early stage governed the whole process afterwards. One is the global crush of the first layer in 

contact with the incident skin and the other is the piercing of the incident skin sheet. When the 

first layer is rather strong, the incident skin sheet breaks and the perforator makes a hole in the 

core afterwards. When the first layer is rather weak, the skin sheet folds into the core and 

develops a much more energy consuming process.  The best gradient profile in terms of the 

energy absorption capacity as well as the non-sheet breaking criterion should be a lower first 

layer and a progressively enhanced core.  
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1. Introduction 

The impact behaviours (energy absorption, perforation limits) are the important design 

features for sandwich panels used in aeronautics structures. For example, such panels are used 

to protect the airplane cockpit against bird strikes [1,2]. The core materials of such panels 

(honeycombs, foams, hollow sphere agglomerates, etc.) play often dominant roles in the 

whole energy absorption as well as their penetration behaviour.   

With the development of functionally graded materials (FGMs) introduced in the 

materials sciences over the last decade, the core materials with graded properties can be 

nowadays made by different manufacturing techniques [3]. Important achievements have also 

been made in order to understand the mechanical response of FGMs submitted to impact 

loadings. Li et al. [4] have investigated the impulsive loading in the layered and graded 

structures using numerical models. Gupta [5] has studied a functionally graded syntactic foam 

material (FGSF). Apetre et al. [6] studied the low-velocity impact response of sandwich 

beams with functionally graded core. All those works, even mostly based on the theoretical 

analyses and the numerical simulations, show that the introduction of a property gradient will 

largely modify the overall response of the designed FGM structures.   

 This paper deals with the behaviour of sandwich plates with graded core materials 

under impact penetrating loads. The studied sandwich specimens are made from aluminium 

skin sheets and polymeric hollow sphere agglomerates with various density gradient profiles. 

Perforation behaviour under static and dynamic loading (performed using newly developed 

inversed perforation test with a Hopkinson pressure bar) is measured. A significant influence 

of the property gradient is observed. Numerical simulations of all these tests provide an 

interesting explanation about how the property gradient has been involved in the perforation 

scheme of sandwich plates.  

2. Sandwich specimens and testing methods 

2.1 The sandwich specimen 

Hollow sphere agglomerates made by bounding or sintering have not only good 

mechanical properties such as high specific energy absorption capacities and high specific 

strengths, but also excellent thermal and acoustic properties [7]. 

The studied hollow sphere agglomerates have been manufactured and supplied by 

ATECA. The replication process is used to produce polyepoxide hollow spheres of specified 

external diameter around 2.5 mm. The thickness of hollow spheres is controlled in order to 
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vary their density and the subsequent strength [8]. The supplied hollow sphere agglomerates 

are randomly packed and joined by sintering, which is a packing mode corresponding to the 

industrial mass production acquirement. 

The cylindrical sandwich specimens (60 mm diameter) are made of two 0.8 mm skin 

sheets of 2024 T3 aluminium alloy and a core of 40 mm thick. The first four types of samples 

as listed in table 1 are made with homogeneous polymeric hollow sphere cores of different 

densities varying from 156 to 468kg/m3. The last two sample types S-A4321 and S-B1234 

concern the cores with density gradient, which is obtained by changing hollow sphere density 

every 10mm.  Their density profiles are all linear ones (figure 1).    

 

Sandwich 
Core density 

(kg/m3) 

S-C1 156 

S-C2 242 

S-C3 343 

S-C4 468 

S-A4321 302 

S-B1234 302 

 

Table 1: Core density of the specimens 

 

 
Figure 1: The graded profile of the S-A4321 and S-B1234 sandwich plates 
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It is interesting to notice that the density gradient is obtained only with the change of the 

thickness of hollow spheres. Thus, the thermal and acoustical properties (depending only on 

the packing and external diameters of the hollow sphere) will not change with the density 

profile. The photograph of the sandwich samples with homogeneous core (a) and graded core 

(b) shown in Figure 2 do not reveal any geometric difference.  

 

                                            (a)                        (b) 
Figure 2  The Photograph of sandwich sample with homogeneous core (a) and graded core (b) 

2.2 Experimental setup  

Experimental studies on sandwich panels have been reported in previous works [9-13]. In 

this paper, the inversed perforation method with Hopkinson pressure bars is adopted to study 

sandwich samples under impact loading [14]. It consists of launching a sandwich sample 

against a long instrumented Hopkinson bar. The main advantage of such a setup lies in an 

accurate force measurement during the whole perforation process. The proposed inversed 

perforation testing set-up uses a gas gun with a 70 mm inner diameter barrel and a 16mm 

diameter and 6-m-long rod with a semi-spherical nose at its perforating end. Figure 3 shows 

an outline of the experimental set-up.  

 
Figure 3 Experimental set-up for the inversed perforation test 

 

The target sandwich sample is launched with the aid of a hollow tube-like projectile, 

which is made from an aluminium tube with a welded bottom plate at one end. Two Teflon 

rings are screwed on the tube which allow for a small friction between projectile and the 
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barrel of the gas gun. The circular sandwich samples are mounted between the open end of the 

tube-like projectile and an aluminium-clamping ring. The fixture is realized by six uniformly 

distributed bolts slightly tightened. Moreover, a scotch is applied on the lateral surface to 

prevent radial ejection of the hollow spheres. The whole projectile/specimen system is shown 

in Figure 4.  Such an experimental setup is equivalent to a classical projectile-fixed target 

perforation test with a perforator of the same mass as that of projectile in our test. Indeed, the 

loss of velocity of the perforator in a classical perforation test is compensated by the velocity 

loss of our specimen-flying support system.  

 
Figure 4.  Photograph of the projectile/specimen system 

 

With this experimental setup, the strain impulse )(t!  recorded with the pressure bar 

permits to calculate the force and particle velocity at the measuring point with a one-

dimensional elastic wave propagation theory (Eqn. 1).   
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where Sb ,Eb, Cb are respectively the cross sectional area, the elastic modulus and the 

elastic wave speed of the pressure bar.  

 

Such a measurement can be time shifted to the contacting/piercing end of the pressure bar 

with a careful data processing which takes the dispersion correction and the exact time shift 

setting into account [15-17]. Finally, this shifted force and velocity )(),( tvtF  is the piercing 

force time history and moving velocity of the piercing end. 

The initial velocity of the launched sandwich specimen before the impact is also available, 

measured with two optical barriers. With this initial impact velocity, the velocity time-history 
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)(tv projectile of the projectile/specimen system can be evaluated by the deceleration due to the 

piercing force measured by pressure bar. 
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      where M is the sum of the mass of the sandwich sample and that of the projectile. 

 

The relative displacement time history is then calculated by equation 3. 
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In this way, accurate force-displacement curves under impact loading can be found.  

 

Quasi-static tests are also performed using a universal testing machine to study the loading 

rate effect on the sandwich perforation. In order to have the same experimental condition, the 

same tube-like sample support as that in the impact perforation test is used here. A steel rod 

with the same diameter 16 mm and with the same semi-sphere ‘nose’ is used as the perforator 

(Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5.  Photography of quasi-static set up. 

 

A natural inquiry concerns the significance of such a test where the clamping boundary 

diameter is rather small with respect to the diameter of the perforator. For a similar sandwich 

plate with aluminium foam core, results under quasi static loading obtained with present 

experimental setup is compared with perforation tests with same perforator but on a 

100x100mm clamping system, the peak loads are very close to each other [14]. Actually, the 
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clamping condition is well respected and the tested sandwich plate is rather rigid so that the 

perforation process is rather localised in a small area.  

3 Experimental perforation of sandwich samples  

In order to avoid any interaction between the wave propagation effect in the specimen 

and the breaking of the top skin of those sandwich plates, the impact velocity is chosen in the 

manner that the breaking of the top skin will occurs before the reflected wave comes back 

from the bottom skin. For this purpose, an impact velocity of 45m/s is prescribed for all of our 

tests, which corresponds to an average nominal strain rate of about 1000/s.  

 
3.1 Perforation of sandwich plates with homogeneous cores 

The inversed perforation tests at 44 m/s and under quasi-static loading are performed 

for the sandwich samples of the four homogeneous cores (S-C1 to S-C4). Experimental 

piercing force displacement curves are shown in figure 6.  

  

 
                                 (a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 6: Piercing  force vs displacement curves for homogenous sandwich under impact 

(a) and static (b) loadings 

 

From the impact perforation curves (Figure 6a), it can be seen that the perforation 

behaviour of sandwich samples depends strongly on the strength of their core (Table 2). For 

higher density cores as S-C2, S-C3 and S-C4, there are two distinct force peaks corresponding 

to the successive perforations of the two skin sheets. The first force peak (corresponding to 

the perforation of the incident top skin sheet) increases with the density of the core. The 

second force peak (bottom sheet) is independent of core density (table 2) which is believed to 

be the piercing force for skin sheet alone. For the weakest core S-C1, the curve is rather 
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different with a first peak lower than the aforementioned piercing force of a skin sheet alone. 

Actually, the post-mortem observation shows that the incident skin sheet is not perforated in 

the case of S-C1.  

 

Sandwiches S-C1 S-C2 S-C3 S-C4 

Core Density (Kg/m3) 156 242 343 468 

The first force peak (N) - 8072 8978 11249 

The second force peak (N) - 6896 6301 6781 

Table 2. Impact piercing force peaks of the incident top skin and the bottom skin  

 

The same conclusion is also made from quasi static tests. For weaker core materials (S-C1 

and S-C2), no perforation of the top skin sheet is observed. For the stronger core materials, 

the top skin piercing force increases with the strength of the core. As the core material 

strength is enhanced at impact loading rate at about 10% [8] (because of the base material rate 

sensitivity), the top skin of sandwich S-C2 not perforated under static loading is finally 

perforated under impact loading. To illustrate this viewpoint, a comparison between the static 

and impact perforation curves for the sandwich sample S-C4 shows that the first peak as well 

as perforating force within the core are enhanced (Figure 7).  

 
Figure 7 Comparison between quasi-static and impact perforating force for sandwich S-C4. 

3.2 Perforation of sandwich plate with graded cores  

Figure 8 shows the force-displacement curves of graded core sandwich perforation for the 

two gradient profiles. The tests are perfectly repeatable which shows the quality of the sample 

with the gradient profiles.   
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                                    (a)                                                               (b) 

Figure 8.  Piercing curves of sandwich with graded cores at 45m/s (a) and at quasi-static 

loading (b) 

 

On the one hand, the gradient profiles play a very important role under impact loading and 

the force displacement curves differ very sharply. For S-A4321, the results show the two 

force peaks for the two successive top and bottom skin sheets breaking. For S-B1234, the top 

skin sheet was not perforated before 20mm displacement (half way) because of the low force 

level. Actually, the post-mortem examination (Figure 9) shows that the incident top skin only 

folds and never breaks (Fig. 9c). 

 
                           (a)      (b) 
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                           (c)      (d) 

Figure 9 Post-mortem observations of the top and bottom skins for S-A4321 (a),(b) and S-

B1234 (c) and (d). 

                

On the other hand, it is clear that the gradient profiles have no influence on the quasi-static 

perforation (Fig. 8b). It may indicate that the perforation process for the two gradient profiles 

is the same. The post-mortem observations show also a folding process is dominant for the 

two gradient profiles (Figure 10). 

 
 

Figure 10 Post mortem photos sandwichs under quasi-static perforation 

 

An interesting suggestion is that the first layer of the core is the governing feature of the 

perforation process under impact loading. Indeed, the comparison proposed in figure 11 

reveals the similarities between S-A4321 and S-C4 and also between the profile B1234 and S-

C1.  
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Figure 11. Comparisons (a) between graded core S-A4321 and homogeneous core S-C4 and 

(b) S-B1234 with S-C1. 

 

Another interesting feature is the energy absorption capacities in the two cases. We define 

the absorbed energy for the dynamic perforation by using the following equation (4): 

 

0
( )

U

E u Fdu= !           (4) 

where u is the penetrating displacement, and F the measured force on the pressure bar. 

 

 This energy absorption as well as specific energy per mass is plotted in Figure 12 for the 

two gradient profiles A4321 and B1234. It shows that the best strategy lies in avoiding the 

piercing of the incident skin sheet so that this sheet deforms inside the core material which is 

a highly energy consuming process. Such a goal is easily reached by putting a weak layer 

under the incident skin sheet as the gradient profile B1234.   

 
Figure 12.  Energy absorption during piercing process . 
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4. Numerical simulations and analyses 
 

The experimental results confirm the influence of the gradient profiles on the perforation 

process under impact loading and reveal the importance of the first layer of the core. However, 

as there is no detailed local information due to experimental difficulties, numerical analysis is 

proposed to make a virtual test and to understand the perforation process of sandwich with 

graded cores.  

4.1 Numerical model 

The numerical model of the graded sandwich consists of two skins of aluminium and the 

graded core. The graded core contains four layers with different densities. 

 

 
Figure 13 Numerical model for the perforation of a sandwich sample 

 
The numerical model consists of 8 parts using explicit code LS-DYNA (Ls-971 version) 

as shown in Figure 13. As the most important zone is the first layer, 128.000 8-nodes cubic 

elements is used in the first layer, which is 4 times more than the other layers. 

The behaviour of the skin sheet is modelled by a damageable isotropic hardening elastic-

plastic constitutive law, available in Ls-Dyna as the model of type 104 (MAT_DAMAGE_1) 

[18]. The parameters used for 2024 T3 aluminium sheet were identified from normalised 

tension tests [2]. 

The behaviour of the core is represented by the material model of type 154 

(MAT_DESHPANDE_FLECK_FOAM), which gives the relation between an equivalent 

stress and an equivalent strain depending on a criterion shape parameter α [18,19]. The 
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equivalent stress and strain relation available in Ls-Dyna is an empirical one (Equation 5) 

with γ, α2 and β as the fitting parameters [2,18]. 
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DplY       (5) 

where σPL is the flow stress, εD is defined as the locking strain.  
 

These parameters are identified for the four hollow spheres with the density C1-C4 by 

curve fitting with experimental results of uniform compression [8]. They are listed in table 3.  

 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 
ρ (kg/m3) 156 242 343 468 
E (MPa) 6.7 32.65 110.39 169.31 

V 0 0 0 0 
Α 2.12 2.12 2.12 2.12 

σPl(MPa) 0.8 2.95  5.5 8 
γ (MPa) 0.95 0.99 1.23 6.05 
α2(MPa) 20.4 21.2 19.3 21.7 
Β 3.7 9.1 9.5 5.3 
εD 1.7 1.57 1.4 0.9018 
εcr 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Table 3. Identified parameters of Fleck model. 

 

The perforation simulation is realized by applying a prescribed initial velocity (45m/s as 

in a real test) to the specimen and the flying support. 

The quality of this numerical model is verified with the simulation of the perforation of 

homogeneous sandwich samples S-C1 to S-C4 (four layers with the same material parameter 

set). Figure 14 illustrates that the simulations can catch the main testing features at the early 

stage around the first peak.  However, such model cannot catch the piercing feature within the 

cores after this early stage (about 10mm perforation). The reason that this numerical model 

failed to catch the reality after the early stage lies in the bad representation of foam like 

materials by the used constitutive model in a shear dominant loading. Indeed, the used 

constitutive law is based on the equivalent stress strain relationship and the parameters are 

only determined by the compression results. It is not really surprising that it does not work in 

a shear dominant situation. However, our main focus is on the top skin breaking which 

determine the whole perforation process so that the present numerical model is sufficient to 

reproduce this feature.  
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Figure 14  Comparison between the test and the simulation for the homogenous sandwich. 

 

4.2 Impact perforation simulations for sandwich plates with graded core  

 

For S-A4321 sandwich, the simulated force-displacement curves as well as the 

experimental ones are shown in Figure 15a. They correspond perfectly till about 10mm 

displacement where the incident skin is broken and significant perforation of the core begins. 

This indicates again that the used material law and the erosion rule for core materials do not 

allow for a reasonable accuracy in a shear dominant loading state.  

As to the S-B1234 sandwich, the simulated curve follows also the experimental curve till 

about 10mm perforation (Figure 15b). Afterwards, as there is no top skin sheet breaking, the 

simulated results can still catch the main feature till 20mm.  
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                                   (a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 15 Comparisons between tests and simulations for graded core sandwich plates S-

S-A4321 (a) and S-B1234 (b) under impact loading. 

 

 From these simulated tests, it is easy to study the deforming map of each layer at any 

time. The deforming states at about 10mm perforation for S-A4321 (marked by a ring in 

Figure 15) and states at about 20mm perforation for S-B1234 are compared in figure 16. For 

S-A4321 (Fig.16a), it reveals that there is no significant global deformation of the cores from 

the lateral external viewpoint. The piercing is rather localised under the perforator in this case. 

For S-B1234 (Fig.16b), it can be seen that there is no perforation of the top skin and the 

weaker first layer are nearly all crashed. 

 

  

                      (a)                            (b) 

Figure 16 The deforming map for S-A4321(a) and S-B1234 (b) dynamic loading. 

In order to show the evolution of deformation in each layer, a normal strain in each 

layer is defined as the ratio of the actual thickness at the centre of each layer over their initial 

thickness. Such time-history of nominal strain in each layers are plotted in Figure 17 for S-

A1234 as well as B-1234. It could be seen that the deformation is concentrated in the first 
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layer and its strength determines if the top skin will be perfored or not. Such results confirm 

the dominant role played by the first layer just in contact with the top skin. 

  
                            (a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 17 Nominal strain evolution for S-A4321(a) and S-B1234 (b) dynamic loading. 

 

2.3 Quasi-static perforation simulation for sandwich plates with graded core. 

 

  The deforming map of graded sandwich under quasi-static loading is also interesting. 

As the material model of type 154 *( MAT_DESHPANDE_FLECK_FOAM ) is not available 

in implicit version, the quasi-static simulation is realized with the “mass scaling” method. The 

boundary condition in the quasi-static simulation is the following: the support is fixed in all 

degrees of freedom and the perforator pushes with a constant velocity of 0.1mm/s. 

Figure 18 shows the results of the perforation simulations of graded sandwich S-A4321 

and S-B1234 under quasi-static loading. The simulation matches also the main feature of 

experiments. 

  
                                (a)                                                                     (b) 

Figure 18 Comparisons between tests and simulations for graded core sandwich plates S-

S-A4321 (a) and S-B1234 (b) under quasi-static loading. 
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In contrast to the case of impact perforation of the same graded sandwich S-A4321 

(Figure 17a), there is no perforation of the top skin sheet even if the hardest layer is placed 

just under the top skin. This is because of the equilibrium state that should be reached in a 

quasi-static test. Thus, wherever the weak layer is placed, if its strength is lower than the 

piercing force of the skin sheet, the top skin breaking will not occur. In Figure 18, it can be 

seen that from nominal strain evolution in both S-A4321 and S-B1234, the weakest layer 

takes always the main part of the deformation. 

 

  
                                     (a)                                                                  (b) 

Figure 18 Nominal strain evolution for S-A4321(a) and S-B1234 (b) quasi-static loading. 

 

 

 

5 Conclusion  

The inverse perforation testing technique with a long thin instrumented Hopkinson bar is 

successfully applied to the measurement of piercing forces during the whole perforation 

process of sandwich samples made of aluminium skins and polymeric hollow sphere cores 

(with or without a gradient profile). Quasi-static tests using the same clamping device provide 

a comparison between impact piercing force-displacement curves and the static ones. 

Preliminary testing results on the sandwich sample with homogeneous core (without 

density gradient) show that there is no significant loading rate effect in the perforation process 

under moderate loading speeds (around 45m/s). The governing parameter is the ratio between 

the strength of the core materials (could be enhanced under impact loading) and the piercing 

force of aluminium skin sheet. Thus, if the core material strength is greater than this piercing 
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force, the skin sheet breaks and perforator makes a hole in the core afterwards. Otherwise, the 

core crushes and the skin sheet folds into the core and this is a much more energy consuming 

process.   

For the sandwich with a property gradient, in addition of experimental observation, the 

simulation of all the tests using Ls-Dyna explicit code allows for a detailed deforming map at 

any time position for further understanding. The main features are the following: under static 

loading, the ratio of the strength of the weakest layer with respect to the skin sheet piercing 

force determines if the top skin will break or not. Under moderate impact loading, the 

perforation process is governed by the ratio of the strength of the first layer just under the 

incident skin sheet with respect to the skin piercing force. The gradient profile has thus a large 

influence on the impact perforation behaviour of the sandwich samples. A weaker first layer 

(than the piercing force of skin sheet) under the incident skin sheet and a progressively 

enhanced core is suggested to avoid the skin sheet breaking and to favour a highly energy 

consuming process by folding the top skin into the core material. 
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